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Abstract Definiteness depends on crosslinguistic semantic variables, including count/
mass distinction, which correlates with cognitive individuation of discrete entities and 
attention to shape rather than substance. Count/mass distinction is represented by 
definiteness markers in English but not in Levantine Arabic (LA). Replicating experiments 
by Liu and Gleason, Middleton, and Lucy and Gaskins, this study tested grammar of 
definiteness, cognitive individuation, and attention to shape vs. substance in LA herit‑
age speakers of English (LAHSEs, aged 18‑25). The results show that LA definiteness 
parameters affect LAHSEs’ cognition but not their grammar of definiteness.
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 1  Background 

1.1 Definiteness 

Definiteness, found universally, varies greatly across languages in 
terms of its semantic foundations and manifestations (Lyons 1999). It 
has been explored in connection to specificity (von Heusinger 2002), 
salience (von Heusinger 1997a), uniqueness and inclusiveness (Heim 
2011; von Heusinger 1997b; Roberts 2003), familiarity and identifia-
bility (Chen 2004; Heim 1983), ellipsis/reference tracking (Nariyama 
2003), and anaphoricity/information triggering (Reinhart 1983). Indeed, 
definiteness consists of a complex interplay of several strictly corre-
lated semantic and pragmatic features (Zucchi 1995) that operate in 
different languages to varying degrees (Cho, Slabakova 2014). Among 
these features is countability, i.e., the distinction between mass and 
count nouns. Chesterman (2005) theorized definiteness/indefiniteness 
as linguistically “encoded” and psycholinguistically “decoded” based on 
a cluster of physical properties such as quantity/inclusiveness, generic-
ity/extensivity, and countability/concreteness, all scalar properties that 
may vary crosslinguistically. Interestingly, quantity, generality, and 
concreteness can all be considered semantically proximal within the 
cognitive bedrock of countability (Strik Liever, Bolognesi, Winter 2021).

1.2 The Definite Article

Languages with articles vary widely in their usage (Hawkins 1978). 
Some uses of articles have been explored for deixis (Himmelmann 
1997), anaphora (Bosch 1983), and uniqueness (Hawkins 1978), among 
other closely interconnected parameters and functions. Among many 
crosslinguistically detected strategies (Czardybon 2017), the presence 
or absence of the definite article – in the languages that use it – is a 
marker associated with the semantic-pragmatic parameter of defi-
niteness (Krámsky 1972; von Heusinger 1997b). A striking example of 
crosslinguistic variation in the use of the definite article is revealed 
by comparing Arabic (in its numerous varieties) and English, as sev-
eral studies have demonstrated (Harb 2014; Husni, Newman 2015).

1.3 English Definiteness and the Definite Article

The English article system includes the indefinite article a(n), the 
definite article the, and the zero (null) article. Many have attempted 
to identify explanations for definite/indefinite noun phrases and the 
semantic features beyond this distinction (Haspelmath 1999). Ab-
bott (2004) discusses the following semantic properties as related to 
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English definiteness: uniqueness (Russell 1905), inclusiveness (Hawk-
ins 1978), familiarity (Bolinger 1977), strength (Milsark 1977), and 
specificity (Haspelmath 1997; Partee 1972). Some of these proper-
ties correlate with countability.

Languages either allow or require nouns to appear with an overt 
indefinite or definite article or allow bare nouns to appear without 
an article. Danon (2001) observes that the use of the definite arti-
cle with generics varies crosslinguistically in a way that has no pos-
sible effect on interpretation. English allows singular proper nouns 
and abstract, plural, and mass nouns in argument position with no 
determiner. In English, singular common, concrete, countable nouns 
require a determiner (definite article, classifier, number, measure). 
Mass nouns require the use of measure phrases that contain a classi-
fier to be countable, while count nouns do not (Chierchia 1998). Eng-
lish definite and indefinite singular count nouns, bare plural count 
nouns, and bare mass nouns can convey genericity, while definite plu-
rals are not allowed to express generic meaning except for names of 
nationalities. Thus, the semantic-pragmatic feature of entities’ count-
ability and its grammatical manifestation in the use of the definite ar-
ticle is active in English. In English, linguistic countability is marked 
by differential use of definite, indefinite, and no-article options, e.g., 
‘food is necessary’, ‘dogs bark’, but ‘the house is furnished’, ‘the/a 
dog barks’, to put it simply. English mass nouns in generic sentences 
do not take the definite article, e.g., ‘water is healthy’. 

1.4 Arabic Definiteness and the Definite Article 

Studies on Arabic definiteness have mainly focused on Classical and 
Standard varieties, with a few exceptions concerning dialectal da-
ta (Dickins 2013; Testen 1998), especially on the grammar of nuna-
tion (tanwīn) and the definite article ʾal- (and its variants, e.g., il- in 
some dialects), considering them definiteness/indefiniteness mark-
ers (Holes 1995; Badawi, Carter, Gully 2004), state markers (Lyons 
1999; Retsö 2010), or information triggers (Jarrah 2016). 

According to the Arab grammatical tradition (Sakaedani 2019; 
Sartori 2019) and modern scholars (Al-Rawi 2005; Hawas 1986; Jaber 
2014), definiteness is not expressed only by ʾal ʾat-taʿrīf, nor does 
ʾal express only definiteness, e.g., ʾams ‘yesterday’/ʾal-ʾams ‘a day in 
the past’ (Kashgary 2015). Definiteness is also acquired through an-
nexation in constructing state nominals (Shlonsky 2004). ʾAl- can 
be: 1. nominal (ʾism mawsūl); 2. definite (ʾal- ʾal-taʿrīf, including ʾal 
ʾal-ḏihniyya for familiarity, ʾal ʾal-huduriyya for contextuality, ʾal ʾal-
ḏikriyya for anaphoricity, and ʾal ʾal-jinsiyya for ‘non-referential’ defi-
niteness) (Abu-Melhim 2013); or 3. augmented ʾal-zāyda, attached to 
demonstrative nouns, time adverbials such as ‘now’, days of the week, 
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 and singular proper names, which are otherwise generally nunated. 
The situation is different among dialects in the classic language, as 
nunation is absent or residual, local strategies other than ʾal-/ il- can 
be prefixed to nouns (e.g., hal-; Jarrah 2016), and the obligatory defi-
niteness agreement (Danon 2008) is often violated (as in the yom ha-
šišiy syndrome; Borg 2000; Pat-El 2009). However, the article sys-
tem does not correlate with considerations of count/mass oppositions. 

Indeed, from a typological point of view, Arabic is a determiner lan-
guage, i.e., it requires noun phrases in argument position to be preced-
ed by a determiner. In classical, standard forms and most dialects, Ar-
abic only allows definite (singular, plural, and mass) noun phrases to 
express generic meaning without any difference between well-estab-
lished and less well-established types and noun-level and sentence-lev-
el genericity (Krifka et al. 1995). In Levantine Arabic (LA), the sentence 

1. il-ḥalīb jayyid l-ak
def-milk good prep-you
lit. ‘The milk is good for you.’

has a generic meaning. Indeed, Arabic varieties use definite articles 
with non-count generics, unlike English. Furthermore, across Arabic 
varieties, the default form of many basic nouns is a grammatically sin-
gular mass noun, from which countable forms are obtained through 
a change in the ending or stem (Bettega, D’Anna 2023). This series 
of LA examples shows different forms for the concept bēḍ ‘egg-ness’: 

2. ʾaddēš əl-bēḍ?
how much det-egg(ness)?
‘How much do eggs cost?’

Bēḍ is a singular grammatically masculine mass noun. 

3. kəmm bēḍa?
how much egg?
‘How many eggs?’

Bēḍa is the countable singulative form, obligatory after the adverbi-
al quantifier kəmm and obtained by adding to the basic form bēḍ the 
feminine singular ending -a. 

4. xams bēḍāt
five eggs
‘Five eggs.’

Bēḍāt is the countable plural form obtained by adding the feminine 
plural ending –āt to the basic form bēḍ.
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1.5 Definiteness of Entities Varies across Languages 

According to Chesterman (2005), English countability correlates with 
contiguous properties such as extensiveness, inclusivity, and generic-
ity, all of which surface in grammatical and syntactic definiteness, 
so that words like ‘lightning’, ‘mankind’, ‘evidence’, and ‘furniture’ 
are also grammatically processed as mass nouns (Iwasaki, Vinson, 
Vigliocco 2010). In all languages, some nouns can be counted by num-
bers, while others need classifiers. Count nouns are perceived as pos-
sessing properties that allow them to be counted. Referents of mass 
nouns are considered not easily countable. Importantly, count/mass 
properties may vary crosslinguistically in reference to the same en-
tity. In English, apples, biscuits, and sandwiches are usually consid-
ered countable, but wine, soup, water, pasta, and corn are not (they 
need a classifier to be counted, e.g., ‘three bottles of wine’). In LA, 
most edible entities and foods are mass nouns and require classifi-
ers (ḥabbeh for many fruits and grains, kurrah for ball-shaped food 
units such as meatballs, qitʿ for candies, mlaffeh or ʿilbeh for most 
traditional pastries). English and LA definiteness systems diverge ac-
cording to different countability parameters that determine different 
usages of the definite article. The following examples show that the 
same words (fire, water, bread, dogs, uranium, apples) have differ-
ent definiteness statuses in English and LA but the same degree of 
genericity, i.e., they are indefinite in English but definite in LA (Fas-
si Fehri, Vinet 2008):

5a. When fire starts to burn, it spreads
5b. lam btabda n-nār tiʃtʿil,

conj start.pres.iii.f.s. def-fire burn.sub.iii.f.s.
inna-ha btunʃur
conj-suff.iii.f.s. spread.pres.iii.f.s.

6a. Water is good for health
6b. il-mā mufīd la-ṣ-ṣiḥḥa

det-water good prep-det-health

7a. Bread sells well every day
7b. il-xubz byitbīʿ kaṯīr kull yōm

det-bread sell.pres.III.m.s. well every day

8a. Dogs bark
8b. il-klāb byinbaḥu

det-dog.PL bark.pres.III.pl
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 9a. Uranium is a heavy element
9b. il-yurānyum ʿunṣur ṯqīl

det.uranium element heavy

10a. Apples are too expensive
10b. it-tiffāḥ kṯīr ġāliy

det-apple much expensive

1.6 System Interference 

English and LA definiteness systems interfere with Arabic native 
speakers’ acquisition of English as a second language (Harb 2014; 
Husni, Newman 2015). There is evidence of the effects of Arabic 
countability properties in their errors in the target language.1 Ar-
abic learners of English overuse the definite article in idioms, with 
abstract and uncountable nouns, and in generic plural noun phras-
es, e.g., *The value of the time; *He sells the apples at the crossroad; 
*The milk is nutritious to the body; *I went to the bed; *You cook the 
rice; *The horses are useful animals. The fact that Arabic-speak-
ing English learners find it difficult to decide whether referents are 
countable (Butler 2002; Master 1987) supports the hypothesis that 
the count/mass opposition is language-specific and non-conceptu-
al, i.e., to some extent, arbitrary. Therefore, it is worth observing if 
and how the cognitive structures involved co-vary crosslinguistical-
ly with the linguistic structures. In addition to crosslinguistic com-
parisons, relevant case studies are those in which different linguistic 
systems coexist in the same subjects, such as multilingualism, her-
itage languages, linguistic impairments, and language acquisition.

1.7 Cognitive Correlates of Definiteness in English  
and Levantine Arabic 

The correspondence between the grammatical expression of count-
ability through definiteness and conceptual properties, for example, 
the individuation of discrete bounded entities vs. non-individuation, 
has been proposed by Du Bois (1980), Gundel, Hedberg and Zachar-
ski (1993); Koga (1992), Wierzbicka (1988), and Wisniewski, Lamb and 
Middleton (2003). Furthermore, cognitive tests conducted on native 
speakers of English have proved the relationship between linguis-
tic countability and the cognitive individuation of discrete bound-
ed entities (Middleton et al. 2004). Lucy and Gaskins (2001) have 

1 Aboras 2020; Alenizi 2013; 2017; Al-Malki, Norazmani, Noor 2014; Naim-Bader 1988.
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demonstrated that the presence of count/mass distinction correlates 
crosslinguistically with attention to the shape rather than the sub-
stance of entities. Indeed, they found that English speakers associate 
the unit of individuation with count nouns and, as a result, classify en-
tities based on their shapes, which are the best indicators of individ-
uated entities. In contrast, speakers of Yucatec Maya (an indigenous 
language spoken in southeastern Mexico) usually pay attention to the 
material composition of entities rather than their shapes. Thus, while 
native speakers of English categorize objects by shape rather than 
material, native speakers of Mayan languages – where the count/mass 
distinction is not embedded in grammar but realized through classifi-
ers – tested positive for the opposite cognitive tendency. 

English spoken by native speakers thus displays a strong corre-
lation between the semantic-pragmatic property of countability and 
its grammatical manifestation through definiteness and the tenden-
cy toward individuation of discrete bounded entities and attention 
to shape rather than substance in cognition. Assuming a correlation 
between language and cognition exists, based on the linguistic data 
presented so far, one could hypothesize that LA will cognitively be-
have similarly to Yucatec Maya in the experiment of Lucy and Gaskins 
(2001) and produce results opposite to those produced by English in 
the experiment designed by Middleton et al. (2004). 

Indeed, the two experiments had not previously been conducted 
on LA. Fifteen LA native monolingual adult speakers were tested in 
both experiments to provide the necessary background information 
for the present research. The hypothesis articulated above was con-
firmed. LA speakers do not manifest any particular cognitive bias to-
ward the individuation of discrete bounded entities, and they show 
clear attention to substance rather than shape, consistently with LA’s 
lack of correlation between countability, definiteness, and the use of 
the definite article at the linguistic level.

A more detailed exposition of the LA data is unnecessary here, as 
it is not the subject of the present research and will be treated sepa-
rately in a future study. For the present study, the results provided by 
the replications of the studies of Lucy and Gaskins (2001) and Middle-
ton et al. (2004) for English and LA speakers represent control data. 

2 Aim of the Study and Research Question 

Due to the extreme differences between English and LA linguistic and 
cognitive data mentioned above, linguistic and cognitive responses of 
LA heritage speakers of English (LAHSEs) are particularly interest-
ing here. Linguistically, LAHSEs’ definiteness system and use of the 
definite article should reflect complete mastery of the English rules of 
mass/count distinction without influences from LA, which the LAHSE 
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 informants selected for this study ceased to acquire at an early age 
(three to four) so that their experience with the language remained 
limited to partial comprehension and the use of some brief/routine 
speech productions (greetings, thanking formulas, expressions of af-
fection or disappointment, some nouns). Assuming there is a strong 
correlation between linguistic definiteness and countability, on the 
one hand, and cognitive bias toward the individuation of discrete en-
tities and preference for the shape over the substance of objects on 
the other, LAHSEs’ cognitive responses should reflect the data elic-
ited from English speakers. 

If cognition does not necessarily reflect only the constraints of the 
dominant language at a certain moment in one’s lifetime and can store 
different kinds of information, experiences, and endowments, some 
cognitive similarities may exist between LA speakers and LAHSEs. 

To test the presence of cognitive similarities between LA and 
LAHSEs, 15 adult LAHSEs aged 18 to 25 were tested in the experi-
ments designed by Lucy and Gaskins (2001) and Middleton et al. (2004). 
The identification of cognitive similarities between LA and LAHSEs 
would demonstrate that despite the late development of definiteness in 
children (Liu, Gleason 2002), cognitive features that correlate with it 
are established by age three or four, the age at which LA heritage lan-
guage acquisition ceased among the informants of this study.

3 Preliminary Hypothesis 

I expected LAHSEs to display complete mastery of the English def-
initeness markers in tasks that entailed different countability val-
ues in the linguistic experiments and produce the same results as 
the English (EN) native speakers’ control group. On the other hand, 
I hypothesized that LAHSEs’ cognitive responses would be similar 
to those of the EN control group, yet I could not exclude the possibil-
ity of some similarities with the LA control group. In particular, fol-
lowing preliminary spontaneous observations, I expected LAHSEs 
to classify known and novel objects by material, not shape. I antici-
pated that heritage languages would leave traces in the cognition of 
heritage speakers, as was observed for semantic structures by Po-
linsky (2011) and Scontras et al. (2017). It seems, therefore, unnec-
essary to actively speak a language for it to influence one’s cognitive 
structures. This idea is in line with the notion of complex cognition, 
in which different structures not necessarily related to communica-
tive tasks and proficiency can coexist (Slobin 2014).
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4 Heritage Speakers 

The term ‘heritage speakers’ refers to descendants of immigrants 
who inhabit a bilingual environment from an early age. Their dom-
inant language is the host country’s language, but some aspects of 
the family language (the heritage language) may still affect their lin-
guistic abilities from the periphery of their linguistic consciousness-
es. Heritage languages are often accompanied by stories and indi-
vidual paths of migration, displacement, and minority communities 
and often remain marginal in the societies in which heritage speak-
ers live and in their communities and daily lives (Pavlou, Grohmann 
2021). Importantly, heritage languages can be acquired at different 
proficiency levels and for various reasons (Pavlou, Fotiou 2022). In-
deed, heritage speakers vary widely in the degree of their receptive 
and productive command of the heritage language. This study con-
siders a particular type of heritage speakers defined by Polinsky as 
“over-hearers” (2018). These heritage speakers have limited situa-
tional competence in their heritage language that is restricted to a 
more or less extensive understanding. The LAHSEs selected for this 
research were born to LA-speaking parents in England. They are all 
over-hearers whose families deliberately deprived them of exposure 
to Arabic linguistic stimulus very early due to the urgency of integrat-
ing into English-speaking society. LA was heard only at gatherings of 
family and friends, early on becoming less important than English, 
which was considered necessary for education and perceived as an in-
strument of social integration and advancement. None of the LAHSEs 
tested here were proficient in LA, and all possessed only oral com-
prehension abilities and basic communicative competence (beginner 
level). I chose LAHSEs to investigate whether and how passive pro-
ficiency in a given language can still affect cognition.

5 Methodology 

All groups (LAHSEs, EN speakers, LA speakers) were tested using 
the linguistic and cognitive tests described here. Fifteen LAHSEs 
aged 18 to 25, born and raised in England, participated in linguistic 
and cognitive experiments. Fifteen monolingual native LA speakers 
and fifteen EN native speakers aged 18 to 25 represented the con-
trol groups and participated in the same experiments. As for the lin-
guistic experiment, EN speakers and LAHSEs were requested to re-
ply in English, and monolingual LA speakers in LA.

Due to the effort of recruiting a sufficient number of heritage Ar-
abic speakers of English, especially of the ‘over-hearer’ type, for the 
experiments described here, I selected the informants who participat-
ed in this study, to whom I am deeply indebted, from sedentary urban 
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 Arabic-speaking Palestinian and Syrian communities. Therefore, I use 
the label Levantine Arabic (ISO 639-3), also used in traditional dia-
lectological classifications to define the languages spoken in the pre-
dominantly urban and coastal area that includes Syria, Lebanon, Pal-
estine, and Jordan (Al-Jallad 2012; Al-Masri 2015; McLoughlin 2009). 

5.1 Preliminary Grammar Tests

Grammar tests consisted of a fill-in-the-blank task, an error correc-
tion task, countability judgments of nouns in isolation, and counta-
bility judgments of nouns in context. Each test included 20 entries, 
all elaborated ad hoc based on Liu and Gleason’s model (2002). These 
entailed countability-based oppositions correlated with abstractness, 
genericity (Behrens 2000; Dahl 1975), extension, and inclusiveness 
(Carlson 1977; Fiengo 1987) under different conditions of numbers, 
tenses, and argument structure. Sentences were never longer than 
one line. The EN control group and LAHSE informants underwent the 
test in English, while the LA control group underwent the same test 
in LA. LA informants were tested as a control group to allow me to 
judge LA influences in LAHSEs’ performances. Informants had thir-
ty minutes to complete this task.

5.2 Semantic Similarity Test 

A semantic similarity test was employed to determine whether the 
count/mass distinction had consequences for semantic representa-
tion in that words that share count or mass status are more semanti-
cally similar than words that do not (Iwasaki, Vinson, Vigliocco 2010). 
The test was based on the ‘error induction design’, counting and an-
alyzing the mass/count cross-category ‘substitution errors’. Seman-
tically related lexical substitution errors (e.g., ‘beer’ substituted by 
‘wine’) are quite common due to the co-activation of semantically re-
lated lexical candidates during a conceptually driven retrieval pro-
cess (Garrett 1992; Levelt, Roelofs, Meyer 1999). Grammatical class-
es also appear to play a role in errors of this type (Fromkin 1973). If 
English speakers’ semantic representations are affected by count/
mass distinction, their substitution errors are expected to include 
more cases in which target and error words share count/mass status 
than those made by LA speakers. I tested words from the domain of 
food because this domain offers significant within-category variabil-
ity regarding the count/mass status of picturable items. In this field, 
there are both solid and non-solid entities, and within substantial 
items, there are differing degrees of ease of individuation (e.g., ‘ap-
ple’ may be more easily individuated than ‘celery’) that can overlap 
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with count/mass status. Finally, Bloom (1994) found that English-
speaking children tend to make errors involving count/mass status 
in the semantic field of foods (‘eating a bacon’, ‘I drop a celery’), sug-
gesting that in this domain, the link between conceptual and gram-
matical properties may be more arbitrary than in others. If English 
count/mass status has come to affect English speakers’ semantic 
knowledge as a consequence of the relationship between conceptual 
properties (object vs. substance or individual vs. portion) and gram-
matical properties (count vs. mass), we would be expected to observe 
language-specific effects on semantic substitution errors such that 
errors in which names of stimulus and target share the count/mass 
status would be more common for English speakers than for Arabic 
speakers, for whom this distinction is not grammatically marked.

Speakers were first asked to name, in their native language, items 
depicted in 30 high-resolution color pictures shown on a computer 
screen using either a count phrase (e.g., English ‘a __’; LA ‘__ wāḥid/a’ 
‘one’) or a mass phrase (e.g., English ‘some __’; LA ‘__’) to check their 
agreement on the property attributed to each entity. Next, I grouped 
21 pictures of the food items on whose mass/count status speakers 
of both groups agreed the most into blocks of seven pictures. Each 
picture appeared 14 times during the experiment, which included 42 
blocks and lasted 30 to 40 minutes. Speakers were asked to name 
food pictures aloud in their native languages using single words (or a 
name such as ‘green bean’) as they appeared on the computer screen. 

The experiment began with a name agreement phase in which 
participants were asked to name each experimental picture without 
time pressure. I noted any variation from the intended names and 
provided prompts if the participants could not produce a label for 
a particular picture. Next, participants performed a set of 42 prac-
tice trials on 42 blocks, each containing seven pictures in a row. 
Each target picture could appear once in each block and could not 
appear as the last item of one block and the first item of the next. 
In the practice trials, the blocks were presented in one of four pos-
sible locations on the screen, and the participant was instructed 
to name each aloud. After each block was presented, I altered the 
presentation rate to accommodate each speaker’s speech rate, ad-
justing it by 100 milliseconds more or less, if necessary, to make 
the task challenging yet manageable for each speaker. The presen-
tation rate was speeded up if a participant successfully named all 
pictures without errors and slowed down if a participant could not 
keep up with the presentation. 

I analyzed the lexical errors (i.e., cases in which the word pro-
duced for a target was a different word than the one I expected). EN 
speakers’, LA speakers’, and LAHSEs’ errors were analyzed accord-
ing to the proportion of errors that preserved the count/mass status 
of the target label. 
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 5.3 Spot-the-Odd-One-Out 

In this experiment, speakers were asked to make semantic judgments 
on 12 triads of words (translation equivalent in the two languages). 
Their task was to spot the odd one out and cross out the word less 
similar to the other two in terms of meaning (Garrard et al. 2004). 
I hypothesized that if count/mass status affects English speakers’ 
semantic representations, EN speakers and LAHSEs should show a 
greater tendency than LA speakers to select words that share count/
mass. Twelve words were selected and combined in all possible triad-
ic combinations, and the order of the three words in each triad was 
randomized. Participants completed the task using paper and pencil. 
The time assigned to complete the task was 90 seconds. 

5.4 Match-by-Similarity 

A non-linguistic experiment by Lucy and Gaskins (2001) was repli-
cated. It consisted of asking the informants to observe an original 
object and decide which of two alternative objects was more similar 
to it. One had the same shape as the original object, while the other 
had the same material composition. Each informant underwent six 
tests, four with known objects and two with novel objects. The time 
allocated was 18 seconds. 

According to the hypothesis that linguistic properties of countabil-
ity affect cognition, EN speakers were expected to prefer the shape 
alternative and LA speakers the material alternative. The choices of 
the LAHSEs were the objects of the experimental question. 

6 Results 

6.1 Preliminary Grammar Test 

The results of the EN speakers’ and LAHSEs’ grammar tests confirm 
that count/mass noun judgments strongly correlate with competence 
in definiteness rules in English. The grammatical tests are not dis-
cussed here since the linguistic count/mass nominal parameters of 
LAHSEs are similar to the average outcomes produced by EN speak-
ers (Liu, Gleason 2002) in all respects. Indeed, LAHSEs demonstrat-
ed native competence in English.
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6.2 Semantic Similarity Test

In the semantic similarity test, all groups produced more naming 
errors under increasing time stress. Each group had an average 
of 4,400 valid responses. All entities (mainly liquid, edible, pro-
cessed, or raw) were presented in bowls so that shape would not in-
terfere with categorization. Errors made by the EN control group 
(83 errors; 1.88%) did not involve the count/mass distinction (70 
of 83 errors; 84.33%), so nouns were mistakenly attributed within 
the same category (mass: ‘water’ for ‘juice’, ‘rice’ for ‘corn’, ‘flour’ 
for ‘sugar’, ‘oil’ for ‘honey’; count: ‘biscuits’ for ‘candies’, ‘choco-
lates’ for ‘meatballs’, ‘pastries’ for ‘meat rolls’). Only 13 of 83 er-
rors (15.66%) violated the mass/count boundary in the EN group. 
Interestingly, a small percentage of errors produced by EN speak-
ers also involved shape-related boundaries (e.g., ‘oranges’ for ‘meat-
balls’; 5 of 83; 6.02%). 

Among the LA speakers, 2.31% of the responses were incorrect. In 
line with the hypothesis, the errors produced by LA informants often 
crossed the count/mass distinction (78 of 102 errors; 76.47%). Errors in-
cluded, for example, ‘rice’ (ruz/mass) for ‘sugared almonds’ (ḥalawiyāt/
count), ‘meat-and-rice balls’ (kafta/mass) for ‘biscuits’ (baskwit/count), 
and ‘candies’ (ḥulwa/mass) for ‘pastries’ (muʿjaneh/count). 

Among the LAHSEs, 2.2% of the responses were incorrect. No-
tably, 56 of the 97 errors (57.73%) produced by LAHSE informants, 
mainly those related to nouns representing processed food types, 
crossed the count/mass boundary, in line with the LA results. Fig-
ure 1 summarizes the results of the semantic similarity test.

Figure 1 Results of the semantic similarity test

EN LAHSE LA

▪ Errors that do not cross mass/count; ▪ Errors that cross mass/count
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 6.3 Spot-the-Odd-One-Out

The test employed 180 triads. Of these, EN speakers violated the 
count/mass boundary in 13 cases (7.22%), LA speakers in 79 cases 
(43.88%), and LAHSEs in 54 cases (30%). Figure 2 reports the re-
sults of the spot-the-odd-one-out test. 

Figure 2 Results of the spot-the-odd-one-out test

EN LAHSE LA

▪ Errors that do not cross mass/count; ▪ Errors that cross mass/count

6.4 Match-by-Similarity 

The cognitive test confirmed the data yielded by previous experi-
ments conducted by Lucy and Gaskins (2001) on EN speakers. In-
deed, this group opted mainly for matching objects with the same 
shape (84 of 90 responses; 93.33%). LA speakers were more ori-
ented toward matching objects of the same substance (79 of 90 re-
sponses; 87.77%). LAHSE informants produced an intermediate re-
sult: 52 of 90 responses matched objects by material (57.77%) and 
38 by shape (42.22%). Figure 3 reports the results of the match-by-
similarity test. 

Figure 3 Results of the match-by-similarity test

EN LAHSE LA

▪ Match by shape; ▪ Match by substance
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7 Discussion 

Except in the case of the preliminary grammatical test, in which 
the expectations of similarity between the results of the EN and 
LAHSE speakers were satisfied, the other experiments showed a 
marked closeness of the LAHSE results with the LA ones. Regard-
ing the match-by-similarity cognitive test, a remarkable discrepan-
cy emerged between linguistic and cognitive representations. This 
discrepancy could be due to various cultural and environmental fac-
tors, yet it is not very surprising in light of the most recent studies on 
the complexity of the relationships between language and cognition 
in different domains of experience. The alignment between linguis-
tic and cognitive representations is a recently dispelled myth (Boh-
nemeyer et al. 2022). The relation between linguistic and cognitive 
structures is a complex phenomenon that depends on many factors, 
such as the domain (more or less dependent on sensory experience) 
and the language in question and its transmission, which is connect-
ed to the conditions of the material and intellectual culture in which 
speakers are immersed (Cerqueglini 2022).

What is perhaps most striking is the discrepancy between the 
LAHSE results of the grammatical test, which converge with the EN 
results, and the LAHSE semantic representations of mass/count, which 
lie between the EN and LA results, as shown by the semantic similar-
ity test and the spot-the-odd-one-out test. The results of the semantic 
similarity and spot-the-odd-one-out tests may depend on cultural fac-
tors that interfere with linguistic choices in LAHSEs. Indeed, LAHSE 
informants live in an English linguistic environment, yet food is part 
of the daily domestic routine and is prepared, measured, served, and 
discussed according to inherent LA cultural criteria, influenced by 
mass concepts and related quantifiers and classifiers.

Nonetheless, the failure to notice the count/mass distinction did 
not occur only in the case of food. In the spot-the-odd-one-out tri-
ads, for example, given the trio showing water/rice/biscuits, 12 EN 
speakers spotted the water (the liquid), while 14 LAHSE inform-
ants spotted the biscuits (the only count noun). In the English tri-
plet ‘parquet’ (mass)/‘tile’ (count)/‘brick’ (count), 12 EN speakers 
pointed to ‘parquet’, the only mass noun, while LAHSEs were much 
less count/mass-oriented (four pointed to ‘parquet’, six to ‘tile’, and 
five to ‘brick’). In the corresponding LA triplet barkē (mass, ‘par-
quet’)/balāṭa (count, ‘tile’)/qarmīd (mass, ‘brick’), LA speakers did 
not show specific effects of count/mass distinctions. Similar results 
were obtained for the triplet ‘soap/ṣabūn’ (mass)/‘shampoo/šambū’ 
(mass)/‘sponge/sfinjeh’ (count). EN speakers generally pointed to 
‘sponge’, while LAHSEs and LA speakers made different choices, 
not oriented by count/mass bias.
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 8 Conclusions 

This article presents a study of the alignment between the grammati-
cal structures of definiteness and semantic and cognitive representa-
tions of countability and individuation. Semantic and cognitive simi-
larities between LAHSEs and LA speakers are striking, considering 
that LAHSEs speak only English fluently, and their competence in LA 
is only passive and restricted to a scanty vocabulary and set of com-
municative tasks. LA definiteness grammar, which does not mark 
count/mass distinctions, does not affect LAHSEs’ grammatical pro-
ficiency in English definiteness grammar. Probably because the arti-
cle system is among the most frequently recurring elements in Eng-
lish, its rules are deeply embedded in the grammatical proficiency of 
its speakers. Being fully competent in English definiteness grammar 
as native speakers of English, LAHSE informants were expected to 
have strong biases toward the semantic count/mass opposition and 
cognitive individuation by shape. Nonetheless, the lability of the se-
mantic count/mass opposition among LAHSEs echoes the LA seman-
tic profile, and LAHSEs’ cognitive bias toward matching objects by 
shape is in line with LA speakers’ cognitive decisions.

Regarding the relationship between language and cognition, the 
case of LAHSE speakers demonstrates that cognition and language 
are not expressions of the same underlying structures; vast experien-
tial categories are stored in cognition yet are often silent or recessive 
in language. Thus, a ‘thinking for speaking’ activity does exist (Slobin 
1992) but represents a small part of the whole cognitive potential of 
an individual. In other words, language is not the only factor that af-
fects cognition. LAHSE informants’ experience demonstrates that 
mental habits and attitudes that lead to specific judgments, evalua-
tions, and decisions are also transmitted via cultural practices. Pre-
paring food in specific quantities, portions, and shapes and serving 
and consuming it in specific containers and with certain utensils can 
affect cognition as much as the language in which we think. 

Furthermore, in terms of linguistic acquisition studies, this study 
raises an interesting question. Although definiteness is acquired at 
a later age than other grammatical competencies, it seems that se-
mantic and cognitive parameters related to it are ready to use at a 
very early age (three to four), when LAHSEs’ acquisition of LA struc-
tures begins its decline in favor of English. This suggestive scenar-
io remains open for future studies to explore. 
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